
The following action priorities were discussed:
•	 Renewing	the	call	to	the	UN	Security	Council	for	referral	of	the	

situation	in	the	DPRK	to	the	International	Criminal	Court;
•	 Securing	the	DPRK’s	compliance	with	its	international	

obligations,	including	the	Responsibility	to	Protect	accepted	by	
all	UN	Member	States	in	2005	and	the	provision	of	access	to	UN	
special	mandate	holders	and	other	UN	personnel;

•	 Supporting	the	field-based	structure	of	the	UN	Office	of	the	High	
Commissioner	for	Human	Rights	in	fulfilling	its	mandate;

•	 Raising	awareness	of	the	issue	of	human	rights	in	the	
DPRK	among	international	and	regional	organizations,	and	
encouraging	them,	as	well	as	national	governments,	to	adopt	and	
promote	the	recommendations	of	the	COI	as	their	own	positions;

•	 Disseminating	the	COI	report	globally	by	expanding	access	in	
various	languages,	new	formats	and	media,	including	reader-
friendly	translations;	

•	 Increasing	outreach	and	education	about	the	DPRK’s	human	
rights	situation,	especially	among	the	younger	generation,	
including	in	the	Republic	of	Korea	(South	Korea);

•	 Increasing	dissemination	of	information	within	the	DPRK,	
including	by	accessible	radio	broadcasts;

•	 Mobilizing	civil	society,	notably	in	the	global	South,	to	engage	on	
human	rights	in	the	DPRK	as	an	issue	of	common	global	concern;

•	 Facilitating	international	transit	of	North	Koreans	seeking	to	
leave	the	DPRK	and	avoiding	their	repatriation	to	the	DPRK;

•	 Building	the	capacity	of	North	Korean	refugees	and	empowering	
their	voices,	including	for	raising	public	awareness	around	the	
world	of	the	human	rights	situation	in	the	DPRK;

•	 Addressing	the	issue	of	missing	and	abducted	persons	and	
separated	families	on	a	humanitarian	and	non-political	basis,	
consistent	with	universal	human	rights;

•	 Exploring	the	availability	and	use	of	court	systems	in	various	
jurisdictions	around	the	world,	including	those	affording	
universal	jurisdiction,	with	a	view	to	securing	the	accountability	
of	any	persons	or	institutions	in	the	DPRK	found	liable	under	
international	law;	

•	 Undertaking	further	research	on	the	DPRK,	including	governance	
structures	and	individuals	in	positions	of	authority,	and	the	
treatment	of	vulnerable	groups;

•	 Promoting	people	to	people	exchanges,	and	identifying	a	high	
profile	UN	goodwill	ambassador;	and	

•	 Increasing	attention	to	the	treatment	of	overseas	laborers	from	
the	DPRK,	including	by	encouraging	adherence	by	recipient	
states	to	international	labor	and	anti-slavery	standards.	
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be taken regarding the COI’s finding 
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that crimes against humanity have 
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